ABOUT ICAME

ICAME (short for: International Computer Archive of Modern English) is an international organization of linguists and information scientists working in the area of corpus and computer linguistics.

The archive mentioned in the name of the organization can be said to reside in the Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities in Bergen, Norway, which acts as a distribution centre / clearing-house for computerized English-language corpora, and corpus-related software. ICAME publishes a newsletter (the ICAME Journal) at least once a year, with articles and information about English computer-corpora, and organizes annual conferences on corpus linguistics.

ICAME’s Advisory Board consists of Jan Aarts (University of Nijmegen), Sidney Greenbaum (University College London), Jostein Hauge and Knut Hofland (Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities), Ossi Ihalainen (University of Helsinki), Stig Johansson (University of Oslo), Randall Jones (Brigham Young University), Henry Kucera (Brown University), Geoffrey Leech (University of Lancaster), Willem Meijs (University of Amsterdam), Matti Rissanen (University of Helsinki), John Sinclair (University of Birmingham), and Jan Svartvik (University of Lund).

Information on membership, subscription, material available, etc. can be obtained from Knut Hofland, ICAME, Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities, P.O. Box 53, N-5014 Bergen-University, Norway.

Network addresses:
EARN/BITNET: FAFSRV@NOBERGEN
JANET: FAFSRV%NOBERGEN@UK.AC.RL.EARN
ARPA: FAFSRV%NOBERGEN.BITNET@WISCVM.WISC.EDU